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論 文 内 容 要 旨           
  In the context of the Cold Spray process, an additive process whereby a coating material is projected as 
very small particles at very high speeds using compressed gas onto a substrate to enhance the surface 
properties of the piece, a numerical model of the single impact of a particle is developed. The point of interest 
for Cold Spray and the first phenomenon to improve to increase the efficiency of the whole process is the 
adhesion of the particle to the substrate, thus an adhesive interaction model is created and incorporated to 
the impact model. Indeed the main failure mechanism of cold sprayed coatings is delamination at the 
coating-substrate interface, or fracture inside the coating linked with particle-particle adhesion quality. 
Chapter 2 introduces the numerical methods and models used: the Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics and/or 
the Finite Elements methods, depending on the relative hardness of the materials involved to discretize the 
problem and geometry. The materials are modeled with the Johnson-Cook material law, commonly used for 
metals at high strain rates, which takes into account strain hardening, strain rate hardening and thermal 
softening. The adhesive interaction is based on a Griffith and Dugdale-Barenblatt cohesive model with 
energy dissipation and a limit on the cohesive stress.  
Using this model it is shown in Chapter 3 that in the case of fast dynamics and deformable bodies, not only 
the adhesion parameters but also the type of model has an influence on the results. The adhesion model is 
also, contrary to previous works, linked with an actual physical mechanism known to induce adhesion in 
Cold Spray: a shear stress instability at the interface. This is done by adding an activation criterion to the 
cohesive model described in Chapter 2. This criterion is defined as a local drop in yield strength on either 
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element in contact (particle or substrate element). Only when this criterion is locally met are the cohesive 
stresses applied and cohesive energy dissipated. The result shown in Chapter 3 is the apparition of a critical 
velocity, under which adhesion cannot occur due to either not enough initial kinetic energy to create an 
instability at the interface, or not enough adhesive surface created to keep the particle from rebounding. For 
the model to localize and undergo shear banding/shear instability, a damage value is added to the material 
law. Two damage models are implemented, a Johnson-Cook ductile failure model, and a shear failure model, 
described in Chapter 2. Simulations of shear banding in a dynamically compressed tilted cylinder show in 
Chapter 3 the ability of the obtained material model to initiate and propagate a shear instability. Following 
the damage model, an erosion criterion is also implemented in the cohesive model to remove the cohesive 
stresses from highly damaged parts of the adhesive surface. The results at very high impact speeds in a 
maximal velocity above which the interfacial material is too damaged to sustain enough adhesion and 
prevent the particle from rebounding. These two criteria combined are then tested in a parametric study at 
impact speeds ranging from 100 m.s-1 to 1000 m.s-1. A deposition behavior similar to the Cold Spray process 
is then observed, with a range of low velocities without any adhesion of the particle, then a critical speed 
initiating a velocity range of adhesion of the particle, and finally a maximum speed above which the 
interface is too damaged to sustain the adhesion. The impact model is thus validated for the simulation of 
the adhesion of a single particle during the Cold Spray process. 
In complement to the numerical study, a set of experimental observations is carried out and described in 
Chapter 3 to better understand the actual microstructural dynamics and changes at the interface of 1 mm 
copper particles impacted by the Single Particle Impact Testing System on a copper substrate. This system, 
developed at Ogawa Laboratory by Dr. Itou, is useful in investigating particle impacts because it is designed 
to detect with lasers the particle speed just before impact, the main parameter used in simulations and for 
comparison between different material behaviors. The particle being bigger also makes post-impact 
observations all the more easier by electronic microscope. Using hardness testing and Electron Backscatter 
methods, the local microstructure and mechanical properties around the interface are investigated. The 
hardness variation across impacted samples is used to draw conclusions on the validity of using the 
macroscopic Johnson-Cook model for modeling the behavior of a mesoscopic microstructure. The Finite 
Element method indeed requires that the size of an element be large enough for the element to follow the 
macroscopic homogeneous behavior described by the material law used. The local effect of a shear band on 
the hardness is not observed when looking at the obtained hardness variations across the sample. In a 
second time, using EBSD maps of the same indented samples, the local grain size on the indentation sites is 
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measured and the link between grain size and hardness is made. It is shown that no clear effect of the local 
grain size on the hardness value is present and thus that the Johnson-Cook model is sufficient and no grain 
dynamics model seems required for the impact model to be accurate. 
In Chapter 5 the elements and methodology for using the model in parametric studies are presented, as well 
as some directions and ideas to follow, and experiments to carry out in parallel to improve the current 
knowledge on the adhesion mechanism in Cold Spray, be it for metallic particles or other materials. It is 
explained for that experiments to find the surface adhesive energy and adhesive stress are necessary to 
calibrate the model before using it for predictions and are a better way than tuning these parameters to fit 
experimental cold spray deposition behavior. Such tests include peeling tests, scratching tests and local 
traction tests of parts of the interface under adhesion. These usually give stress-displacement curves which 
can be used to find the maximum stress and energy values required for the adhesive model. Another 
important consideration addressed is the need for the clear definition of a realistic criterion for final adhesion 
of the particle to the substrate at the end of computation. The purely numerical criterion of at least a couple 
of elements still under adhesion has no physical ground and a better analysis would involve a minimal 
required adhesion strength, described possibly as a percentage of contact surface under adhesion at final 
time. 
In summary, a novel adhesive interaction model has been developed and integrated in a computational 
model of the impact of a metallic particle on a metallic substrate as in Cold Spray. This cohesive model and 
its implementation have been validated with benchmark tests, and shown to exhibit a novel behavior. This 
model uses a surface energy to define the local adhesive energy that can be dissipated by the adhesive 
stresses, as in a Griffith model. A limit can be put on these adhesive stresses to prevent them from getting 
too high (while keeping the adhesion active), as in a Dugdale-Barenblatt model, and it has been shown to 
have a direct effect on the dynamics of the rebound in the elastic and elastoplastic dynamic simulations of 
impacts, which is a new result, as usually these adhesive impacts are studied in quasi-statics or at low 
speeds. Thus the rebound of the particle has been shown to depend on the cohesive model in fast dynamics. 
The model also exhibits a Cold Spray-like behavior with a critical and a maximum speed, both based on 
physical mechanisms. This model can easily be used with other materials like polymers or ceramics, and 
new adhesion criteria can be defined and tested for these materials. Simulation of the grain dynamics on a 
mesoscale is proved not necessary, and the use of the Johnson-Cook macroscale material model is validated 
for the simulations. 
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